From the desk of:

Wallace R. Winkler

Mr. W

This will add to the correspondence you have seen to and from the Marshall Foundation.

Assisted me with

the Rosett material.

Kate Sotcher Syle - a descendant of the War-time Gov. of VA. (Civil War) & wife of John Syle. Writer books four children & my daughter - school teacher - was interested.

War.
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Run - for your files!
Mr. Wallace R. Winkler  
5020 Lake Circle Court  
Columbia, Maryland 21044

Dear Mr. Winkler:

Thanks for your kind letters of November 24 and their enclosures. I found the Rowlett material particularly interesting.

I passed on to Dr. Hadsel the material sent for him. He thanks you for it and sends his regards.

Royster also asked to be remembered to you. He supplied me with the enclosed bibliography.

I hope that you will enjoy the first volume of THE MARSHALL PAPERS when you receive it from Johns Hopkins Press. Everyone here at the library is very proud of it.

Sincerely yours,

John Jacob
Archivist

Enclosure: Katie Letcher Lyle bibliography.
Bibliography of Katie Letcher Lyle.


---FAIR DAY, AND ANOTHER STEP BEGUN.---

---THE GOLDEN SHORES OF HEAVEN.---